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About

In 1985, ENTRE-PRISES 
created the first climbing 
holds and revolutionized 
rock climbing.

For over 30 years, 
ENTRE-PRISES has been 
constantly innovating to 
offer the holds of 
tomorrow.

Discover the joys of bouldering and lead with our Absolute 
and Essential ranges: these simple, sleek holds are easily 
adaptable to more precise and fun climbing. 

Outdoor climbers will not be disappointed: master the 
intricacies of granite with the Stone Pulse range or have fun 
climbing the tufas of Yangshuo. We are proud to offer more 
than 1000 different holds in a wide range of styles
and sizes.

The majority of our holds are equipped with the EPS system, 
patented by ENTRE-PRISES, to avoid accidents and injuries 
caused by the potential breaking of a hold.

As IFSC partner (International Federation of Sport Climbing), 
we are proud and excited to support our sport in the new 
adventure of 2020 Olympic Games.
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How to Choose Holds

Out/Indoor Use                                                                                                                                  For 
outdoor use, we recommend PolyEster holds if the surface is flat. If the surface is curved, 
PolyUrethane will be better, but we advise avoiding the «fluo» colours. The «Kids» range is 
ideal for playgrounds.

Bouldering or Lead Climbing                                                                                                        
Most holds can be used for both disciplines. However, the pure shapes (Absolute, Macros) 
are often preferred for bouldering as they focus on moves. The sculpted holds (Essential, 
Yangshuo, Stone Pulse) offer a large selection of grips, an important criteria when 
considering the line of a lead route.

Quantity          
• For bouldering: use between 5 and 15 holds for a boulder 4.5 meters high.       
• For lead: use 3 to 4 holds per meter for a route, so a classic 12-meters high wall has 

around 40 holds: 25 hand holds and 15 foot holds. Also, in order not to saturate your 
wall, we recommend to keep up a maximum of 2 or 3 routes per climbing line.

Improving The Wall with Volumes                                                                                          
Climbing is becoming more fun and dynamic.                                                                               
• For bouldering: volumes completely modify the profile of a wall, and offer new climbing 

possibilities. We would recommend using between 2 and 5 macros per boulder.                                                                                                                                          
• For lead: the volumes are a way to change the rhythm of a route by providing a point of 

rest, or a steeper line. 2-3 macros per route is a good starting point.
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“Simplicity and purity of 
shapes”

The “Absolute” holds have been specially 
designed for bouldering. This sleek range 
has been designed to focus on creating 
specific types of move: one hold, one grip.

These holds are all made of PolyUrethane: 
this allows them to be light and shockproof, 
as well as increasing their lifespan.

For more precision, most “Absolute” holds 
can be fixed with bolts or wooden screws. It 
is also possible to attach small holds to 
larger holds using wooden screws. 

The holds are classified by type of grip, then 
by size.

Absolute
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Absolute Series
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“The essentials for equipping a 
wall”

The “Essential” holds are principally used 
for climbing walls. With simple shapes, they 
create a good foundation for any climbing 
wall, whatever the desired difficulty.

All of the holds in this range are made of 
PolyEster: they are resistant to abrasion 
and can be used outdoors.

The holds are classified by type of grip, then 
by size.

Essential
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Essential Series
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“Ready to use routes
and bouldering problems”

This range of packs offers sets of different 
sizes and various holds. 

According to the type of pack, the holds can 
be used for bouldering or climbing walls. 

They allow easy route-setting at a lower cost.

All of the holds in this range are made of 
PolyEster: they are resistant to abrasion and 
can be used outdoors.

Their adaptability is perfect forcommunities 
and intensive use.

Packs
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Packs Series
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“The grip and detail of granite”

Granite offers a natural look and exceptional
shape. 

Available in various shapes, this series allows 
you to play with the grip feeling: the texture 
of the holds was worked by our shapers in 
such a way as to reproduce the feel of 
granite.

The grips are subtile and require precision in 
order to improve your climbing ability.

All of the holds in this range are made of 
PolyEster: they are resistant to abrasion and 
can be used outdoors.

Stone Pulse
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“Sculpted Chinese rock”

These sculpted holds are inspired by the 
famous limestone climbing area around 
Yangshuo, China with its unique rock 
formations, big tufas to technical edges, and 
a unique adhesive feel.

These creations give birth to accessible grips, 
which are favourable for lead climbing walls.

All of the holds in this range are made of 
PolyEster and are resistant to abrasion and 
can be used outdoors.

Yangshuo
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“Climbing for Kids”

The ENTRE-PRISES “Kids” range of soft and 
ergonomic grips are adapted for the hands 
of children!

These holds can be used to route-set paths 
on climbing wall, or build many fun 
traverses.

As they are certified for playgrounds, they 
guarantee safety for children.

The PolyEster holds are resistant to abrasion, 
especially sneaker use, and can be used 
outdoors.

Kids
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“3 Dimensional Climbing”

ENTRE-PRISES offers you a complete range of
volumes. They will allow you to create new 
moves and rethink the geometry of your 
walls in a simple and effective manner.

The “Pharao” range is a set of plywood 
volumes that come in different geometric 
shapes. They can be easily assembled 
together to create more complex
shapes.

The bolt-on holds can be fixed on the 
surfaces of the volumes as there are 
numerous threaded inserts.

In addition, the resin volumes offer organic 
shapes perfect for bouldering.

Volumes
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“To reach new heights”

Practice and training enable climbers to grow 
and develop.

For this, we offer fun, new, compact 
hangboards made with the revolutionary 
texture “SoftTouch”, specially developed to 
protect your skin while training.

Campus rungs and wooden balls allow you 
to progress by introducing new grips and 
various moves.

These tools allow you to work, among others, 
the strength of your fingers, forearms and 
biceps.

Training
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